Moon Tree Commemoration Schedule of Events
Friday, Oct. 30th, 2015

Moon tree
roots dig, branches reach
towards home

Maria Schuchardt
Data Manager LPL Space Imagery Center

Pre-program Events
4:00-4:30pm
Outreach activities and displays adjacent to the lecture hall

The Main Program
4:30-4:35pm
Welcome
Tanya Quist, Director Campus Arboretum

4:35-4:40pm
Connecting worlds through words
Tyler Meier, Director UA Poetry Center

4:40-4:45pm
Connecting the Moon to Lunar & Planetary Laboratory
Tim Swindle, Director UA Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

4:45-5:00pm
The Moon Tree and other Apollo 14 Stories
Jack Roosa, son of astronaut Stuart Roosa

5:00-5:10pm
Connecting Trees and Space – The A.E.Douglass story
Steve Leavitt, Director Laboratory of Tree Ring Research

5:10-5:15pm
Gather outside around the Moon Tree

5:15-5:20pm
Poetry Reading – “Sycamore” by Wendell Berry
Tyler Meier, Director UA Poetry Center

5:20-5:30pm
Concluding Remarks
Tanya Quist, Director Campus Arboretum

Other moon-related fun this evening:
6:30-10:00pm
Star Party on the UA Mall
Tucson Amateur Astronomy Association

5:30-6:05pm
Desert Moon Movie by Jason Davis
Lunar and Planetary Laboratory

This event is jointly sponsored by:
The University of Arizona Poetry Center
The University of Arizona Campus Arboretum
The University of Arizona Lunar and Planetary Laboratory